AAMLID, Cindy Dr. #(7284) SS 113
Associate Professor of Sociology
(Social Science)
E-mail: cindy.aamlid@smsu.edu

AHMANN, Jorun #(6573) FH 228
Account Clerk Sr
(Foundation)
E-mail: jorun.ahmann@smsu.edu

ALBITZ, Frankie Dr. #(7690) PE 233
Professor of Physical Education
(Education)
E-mail: frankie.albitz@smsu.edu

ALBRIGHT, Michael Dr. #(6184) BA 224
Assistant Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities
(COLLEGE NOW))
E-mail: michael.albright@smsu.edu

ALCORN, John '89 &'03 #(6859) SC 228
Assistant Director for Student Center Operations
(Student Center)
E-mail: john.alcorn@smsu.edu

ALCORN, Tim '89 #(6549) SC 226
Dir of Univ Conferencing & Events
(Scheduling and Event Services)
E-mail: tim.alcorn@smsu.edu

ALDRICH, Mike #(6039) FH 305
Assistant Football Coach/Athletic Adm
(Athletics)
E-mail: mike.aldrich@smsu.edu

ALLEN, Daniel #(6478) PE
Head Cross Country/Track & Field Coach/Asst Prof
(Athletics)
E-mail: dan.allen@smsu.edu

ALMOS, Patricia #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: patricia.almos@smsu.edu

ALVARADO, Julieta #(7013) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: julieta.alvarado@smsu.edu

AMATO, Anthony Dr. #(6117) SS 127
Associate Professor of Social Science
(Social Science)
E-mail: anthony.amato@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Benjamin Dr. #(6475) SS 119
Assistant Professor of Psychology
(Social Science)
E-mail: benjamin.anderson1@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Chris #(6272) FH 209
Executive Asst to the President & Provost
(President)
E-mail: chris.anderson@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Chris Dr. #(6291) IL 242
Assistant Professor of Special Education
(Education)
E-mail: chrisj.anderson@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Jessica '07 #(6266) FH 229
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Foundation)
E-mail: jessica.anderson@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Molli #(6128) IL 148
Transfer Specialist
(Registration & Records)
E-mail: molli.anderson@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Peggy #(6148) BA 538/302
Library Technician
(McFarland Library)
E-mail: peggy.anderson@smsu.edu

ANDERSON, Ross #(7103) FA 132/207
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: ross.anderson2@smsu.edu

ARKELL, Bridget '00 #(7361) IL 145
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
(Financial Aid)
E-mail: bridget.arkell@smsu.edu

ARNDT, Sandi Dr. #(6388) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: sandi.arndt@smsu.edu

BAHN, Dawn #(6224) SS 103
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Social Science)
E-mail: dawn.bahn@smsu.edu

BAHN, Randy #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: randy.bahn@smsu.edu

BAKER, Lori Dr. #(7344) BA 204
Professor of English & Writing Center Director
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: lori.baker@smsu.edu

BAKKER, Janet #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: janet.bakker@smsu.edu

BALL-ELIAS, Stacy Dr. #(7470) CH 107
Professor of Management
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: stacy.ball@smsu.edu

BANGTSON, Robert #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: robert.bangtson@smsu.edu

BARNES, Tramel '13 &'15 #(7048) FH 301/#(6286) FH 108
Assistant Men's Basketball Coach and Admission Counselor
(Athletics and Admission)
E-mail: tramel.barnes@smsu.edu

BARRETT, David #(6178) OFF
Adjunct Faculty – Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: david.barrett@smsu.edu
BAUN, Dan '83 #(6978) BA 178
CIO
(Provost)
E-mail: dan.baun@smsu.edu

BAUN, Linda '85 #(6223) CH 129
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
(Agriculture, Culinary and Hospitality Management)
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: linda.baun@smsu.edu

BAYERKOHLER, Carolyn '02 #(6349) FA 130
Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: carolyn.bayerkohler@smsu.edu

BAYERKOHLER, Glenn '73 #(7393) CH 101D
Professor of Accounting
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: glenn.bayerkohler@smsu.edu

BEACH, Michelle Dr. #(6156) IL 241
Associate Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: michelle.beach@smsu.edu

BECKER, Ashley '12 &'14 #(6548) FH 308B
Asst Athletic Dir-Game Env/Comm Engagement/Tickets
(Athletics)
E-mail: ashley.becker2@smsu.edu

BEEBOUT-BLADHOLM, Toni '95 #(7155) BA 221
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: toni.beebout-bladholm@smsu.edu

BELL, Jeffrey Dr. #(6370) PE 226
Associate Professor of Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: jeffrey.w.bell@smsu.edu

BELLIG, Leslie #(6263) IL 139
Account Clerk Senior
(Business Services)
E-mail: leslie.bellig@smsu.edu

BEMER, Amanda Dr. #(7159) BA 205
Associate Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: amanda.bemer@smsu.edu

BENTLEY, Jessica #(6136) HC 103
Residential Life Coordinator
(Residence Life)
E-mail: jessica.bentley@smsu.edu

BERKENPAS, Barb '08 #(6215) IL 139
Buyer Supervisor
(Business Services)
E-mail: barb.berkenpas@smsu.edu

BESKE, Tim '96 #(6967) BA 182C
Information Tech Specialist 3
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: tim.beske@smsu.edu

BESSE, Brad #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: brad.besse@smsu.edu

BETHUNE, Donald #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Student Union Administration)
E-mail: don.bethune@smsu.edu

BEUKELMAN, Marcia #(7164) IL 139
Accounting Officer Int
(Business Services)
E-mail: marcia.beukelman@smsu.edu

BEYER, Noelle Dr. '97 #(6144) SM 244
Associate Professor of Chemistry
(Sciences)
E-mail: noelle.beyer@smsu.edu

BHATTACHARYYA, Tumpa Dr. #(6180) SM 266
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: tumpa.bhattacharyya@smsu.edu

BIGLER, Brad '02 &'09 #(7128) FH 326
Head Men's Basketball Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail: brad.bigler@smsu.edu

BLANCHARD, Paul #(7268) FH 320
Associate Athletic Director/Head Men's Baseball Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail: paul.blanchard@smsu.edu

BODDY, Tyler '14 #(7383) FH 301
Assistant Volleyball Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail: tyler.boddy@smsu.edu

BOEDIGHEIMER, Michael #(6436) CH 127B
Adjunct Faculty
(Accounting)
E-mail: mike.boedigheimer@smsu.edu

BOERBOOM, Patrick #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: pat.boerboom@smsu.edu

BOL, Lynn #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: lynn.bol@smsu.edu

BONNSTETTER, Rhonda Dr. '96 #(6100) IL 232
&'99 Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: rhonda.bonstetter@smsu.edu

BOSSUYT, Carol '15 #(7156) IL 139
Accounting Supervisor Intermediate
(Business Services)
E-mail: carol.bossuyt@smsu.edu

BOTTIN, Laura #(6177) ST 101A
Building Services Manager
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: laura.bottin@smsu.edu
DANIELS, Pat  #(6455) BA 104AC
Building Maintenance Supervisor
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: pat.daniels@smsu.edu

DANIELLOFF-MERRILL, Mary Ellen Dr.  #(6239) BA 210
Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: mary.danillof-merrill@smsu.edu

DAVIS, Steve Dr.  #(7122) ST 259
Professor of Agribusiness Mgmt/Economics
(Agriculture, Culinary and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: steve.davis@smsu.edu

DAY, Stewart Dr.  #(6015) BA 108
Associate Professor of Humanities
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: stewart.day@smsu.edu

DE MORAES, Daniel  #(6178) OFF
Adjunct Faculty – Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: daniel.demoraes@smsu.edu

DEAVER, Emily Dr.  #(6171) SM 171
Professor of Environmental Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: emily.deaver@smsu.edu

DEGRAFF, Anna Dr.  #(7212) FA 121
Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: anna.degraff@smsu.edu

DEMING, Kristin  #(7107) BA
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: kristin.deming@smsu.edu

DEMMER, Amy  '02  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: amy.demmer@smsu.edu

DESY, Betsy Dr.  #(7315) SM 170
Professor of Biology
(Sciences)
E-mail: betsy.desy@smsu.edu

DEVOS, Eugene  #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: eugene.devos@smsu.edu

DILLEY, Thomas Dr.  #(6196) SM 122
Professor of Environmental Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: thomas.dilley@smsu.edu

DILLAC, Bob  #(7269) BA 144
Professor of Art
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: bob.dillac@smsu.edu

DRAKE, Dustin  #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: dustin.drake@smsu.edu

DU BOIS, Bill Dr.  #(6202) SS 123
Associate Professor of Justice Administration
(Social Science)
E-mail: bill.dubois@smsu.edu

DUNN, Jamie  #(7264) FH 310
Head Softball Coach/Athletic Adm
(Athletics)
E-mail: jamie.dunn@smsu.edu

EALR, Heather  '12  #(507-402-0415) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: heather.ealr@smsu.edu

EISCHENS, Louise  #(537-7440) ST 107
Project & Technical Administrative Coordinator
(AURI)
E-mail: leischens@auri.org

EKSTROM, Pam  '98  #(7672) BA 246
Director of Disability Services
(DISABILITY SERVICES)
E-mail: pam экstrom@smsu.edu

ENGBRETON, Jill  #(6203) IL 148
Customer Service Specialist Sr
(Registration & Advising)
E-mail: jill.engebretson@smsu.edu

ENGBRETON, Lori  '06  #(6221) BA 156/ (7150) BA 156
Customer Service Specialist Sr
(Career Services)
(Counseling & Testing)
E-mail: lori.engebretson@smsu.edu

ENGBRETON, John Dr.  '98  #(7115) IL 155
Associate Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: john.engebretson@smsu.edu

EWING, Scott  #(6394) SC 219
Assistant Director Student Activities
(Student Center)
E-mail: scott.ewing@smsu.edu

FIENE, Shannon Dr.  #(7115) IL 229
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: shannon.fiene.2@smsu.edu

FIER, Sara Dr.  '93  #(7150) BA 156
Univ Counselor/Associate Prof
(Counseling & Testing)
E-mail: sara.fier@smsu.edu

FILACE, Maria  #(6152) IL 229
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: maria.filace.2@smsu.edu

FISCHER, Christine  '92  #(7386) ST 201
State Program Administrator
(Small Business Development Center)
E-mail: christine.fischer@smsu.edu
FISCHER, Kasey '03 #6276) BA 137
Faculty Adv for College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: kasey.kolander@smsu.edu

FLADHAMMER, Elizabeth #6286) FH 108
Customer Service Specialist Int
(Admission)
E-mail: liz.fladhammer@smsu.edu

FOKKEN, Mark #7370) CH 114
Associate Professor of Communication Studies
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: mark.fokken@smsu.edu

FORGET, Robert #6141) FH 216
VP for Enrollment Management & Student Success
(Enrollment Mgmt/Student Success)
E-mail: robert.forget@smsu.edu

FRAGODT, Connie '10 #7115) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: connie.fragodt@smsu.edu

FRANA, Brian #6075) FH 316
Assistant Football Coach/Instructor
(Athletics)
E-mail: brian.frana@smsu.edu

FRANSON, BC #6083) SS 225
Associate Professor of Justice Administration
(Social Science)
E-mail: bc.franson@smsu.edu

FRENCH, Lee '72 #6110) ST 155
Assistant Professor of Agronomy
(Agriculture, Culinology, and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: lee.french@smsu.edu

FROST, Stacy '93 #6483) FH 227
Director of Development
(Foundation)
E-mail: stacy.frost@smsu.edu

FUERSTENBERG, Jodi #6297) BA 128
Assistant Athletic Trainer
(Athletics)
E-mail: jodi.fuerstenberg@smsu.edu

GAGNON, PooBear #7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: poobear.gagnon@smsu.edu

GALSTAD, Stu #7127) BA 165
Electronics Technician Senior
(Electronic Media)
E-mail: stu.galstad@smsu.edu

GATCHELL, Melanie '98 #6276) BA 137
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: melanie.gatchell@smsu.edu

GAUL, Anita Dr. #6077) BA 113
Adjunct Faculty
(Social Science)
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: anita.gaul@smsu.edu

GAUL, Brett Dr. '99 #7141) BA 104
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Honors Program Director
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: brett.gaul@smsu.edu

GEHLE, Vaughn Dr. '82 #7358) SM 132
Associate Professor of Biology
(Sciences)
E-mail: vaughn.gehle@smsu.edu

GILDOW, Gwynne #6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: gwynne.gildow@smsu.edu

GINOCCHIO, John Dr. #7209) FA 124
Professor of Music
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: john.ginocchio@smsu.edu

GITTENS, Joan Dr. #6016) SS 219
Adjunct Faculty
(Social Science)
E-mail: joan.gittens@smsu.edu

GLADIS, Pam '95 #6813) BA 512
Associate Professor/Librarian/Dept Chair
(McFarland Library Services)
E-mail: pam.gladis@smsu.edu

GLASGOW, Jo Anne Dr. '71 #6248) IL 237
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: joanne.glasgow@smsu.edu

GOBLISH, Jenifer '99 &'04 #7103) OFF
Faculty Advisor for CN/University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: jenifer.goblish@smsu.edu

GOCHENOUER, Denise Dr. '02 #6194) ST 203C
Associate Professor of Marketing
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: denise.gochenouer@smsu.edu

GOODENOW, Mark #6181) CH 203
Professor of Business Administration
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: mark.goodenow@smsu.edu

GORES, Connie Dr. #6272) FH 209
President
(Office of the President)
E-mail: President@smsu.edu

GRACE, Shelly #532-9013) BA 500
Executive Director
(Southwest Area Multicounty Multitype Interlibrary Exchange)
E-mail: shelly@sammie.org

GRAVEN, Jennifer '03 #6233) FH 308
Director of Marketing and Promotions
(Athletics)
E-mail: jennifer.graven@smsu.edu
GREATHOUSE, Jeff  #(532-5731) Religious Center
Lutheran Campus Ministry
(Campus Religious Center)
E-mail: lutheran.chaplain@smsu.edu

GREENFIELD, Tony Dr.  #(7291) SM 131
Associate Professor of Biology/Dept Chair
(Sciences)
E-mail: tony.greenfield@smsu.edu

GREGOIRE, Lisa  '91 &'04  #(7115) IL 229
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: lisa.gregoire@smsu.edu

GUENTHER, Christian  #(7097) FH 315
Assistant Football Coach/Athletic Adm
(Athletics)
E-mail: christian.guenther@smsu.edu

GUENTHER, Kimberly  #(6708) BA 266
Director of Concurrent Enrollment
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: kim.guenther@smsu.edu

GUERTIN, David  #(7115) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: david.guertin@smsu.edu

GUGGISBERG, Justin  #(7213) SS 132
Veterans Resource Coordinator
(SMSU Veterans Center)
E-mail: justin.guggisberg@smsu.edu

GUNN, Michael  #(6223) CH 129
Adjunct Faculty
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: michael.gunn@smsu.edu

HAECHEL, Mari  '80  #(6198) IL 139
Accounting Officer Sr.
(Business Services)
E-mail: mari.haechel@smsu.edu

HAKEN, Scott  '07 &'16  #(6271) BA 176
Information Tech Specialist 2
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: scott.haken@smsu.edu

HALE, Alma  #(6298) FA 229
Associate Professor of Art
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: alma.hale@smsu.edu

HAND, Patricia  '77 &'95  #(6867) BA 143
Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: patricia.hand@smsu.edu

HANSEN, John Dr.  #(7349) SM 283
Professor of Chemistry
(Sciences)
E-mail: john.hansen@smsu.edu

HANSON, Eileen  #(6347) BA 175
Central Service Admin Spec, Prin
(Mail Services)
E-mail: eileen.hanson@smsu.edu

HANSON, Mary  '98  #(7170) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: mary.hanson@smsu.edu

HARMS, Helen  '86 &'98  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: helen.harms@smsu.edu

HARRIS, Sara  #(6178) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Exercise Science)
E-mail: sara.harris@smsu.edu

HARTMAN, Dennis  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: dennis.hartman@smsu.edu

HEARVAS, Jason  #(6244) BA 182
Information Tech Specialist 2
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: jason.hearvas@smsu.edu

HASTAD, Leah  '04 &'09  #(6320) CH 119
Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: leah.hastad@smsu.edu

HEBRANK, Christopher  #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: christopher.hebrank@smsu.edu

HEDMAN, Shawn  '86  #(6292) BA 162
Director of Academic/Administrative Computer Serv
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: shawn.hedman@smsu.edu

HEFTI, Neil  '98  #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: neil.hefti@smsu.edu

HEGAZY, Mustafa  #(6243) PE 227
Assistant Professor of Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: mustafa.hegazy@smsu.edu

HELLIE '88, Joy  #(507-337-1450) SC 101
Assistant Manager
(Barnes & Noble Campus Store)
E-mail: sm021@bncollege.com

HEMMY, Tom  #(537-76-82) SC143
Food Service Director
(Chartwells)
E-mail: thomas.hemmy@compass-usa.com

HEMP, Dave  '99 &'09  #(6470) FH B-20
Director of Environmental Health & Safety
(University Public Safety)
E-mail: dave.hemp@smsu.edu

HENNING, Adam  '11 &'14  #(6011) FH 301
Asst Dir of AD for Com/Mktg & Wm's Tennis Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail: adam.henning@smsu.edu
HENNING, Teresa Dr. #(7185) BA 206
Professor of English
Professional Writing Director
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: teresa.henning@smsu.edu

HENSPEFTER, Kris #6251) BA 268
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Dean of BEPS and Dean of Arts, Letters & Sciences)
Extended Learning and Academic Outreach Program
Concurrent Enrollment Program
E-mail: kris.henspeter@smsu.edu

HEPOLA, Ralph #7103) FA 122
Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: ralph.hepola@smsu.edu

HERDER, Richard Dr. #6345) CH 115
Associate Professor of Communication Studies
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: richard.herder@smsu.edu

HINCKLEY, JoAnne #7255) IL 239
Assistant Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: joanne.hinckley@smsu.edu

HMIELEWSKI, Chris ’98 #7984) FH 325
Director of Athletics
(Athletics)
E-mail: chris.hmielewski@smsu.edu

HOFSTETTER, Mike Dr. #6130) BA 114
Professor of History
(Social Science)
E-mail: mike.hofstetter@smsu.edu

HOLM, Cyndi ’79 &’80 #7854) MT
Director of Facilities & Physical Plant
(Facilities & Physical Plant)
E-mail: cyndi.holm@smsu.edu

HOLMES, Diana ’12 &’15 #7103) FA 207
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Fine Arts and Communications)
E-mail: diana.holmes@smsu.edu

HRUBY, Sandra #320-237-7727) OFF
Adjunct Faculty/Univ Supv
(Education)
E-mail: sandy.hruby@smsu.edu

HUANG, Mu-wan Dr. #7314) SM 219
Associate Professor of Mathematics
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: mu-wan.huang@smsu.edu

HUBLEY, James ’74 #6021) BA 107
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: james.hubley@smsu.edu

HUMMEL, Tamra Dr. #7030) IL 153
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: tamra.hummel@smsu.edu

HUSEBY, Sarah ’06 #7115) IL 229
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: sarah.huseby@smsu.edu

HWANG, Joyce Dr. #6462) IL 113
Asst Prof of Hospitality Management
(Agriculture, Culinology, and Hospitality)
E-mail: joyce.hwang@smsu.edu

JACOBSON, Timothy #7115) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: timothy.jacobson@smsu.edu

JAHED, Mohammed #6220) CH 214
Assistant Professor Business Management
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: mohammed.jahed@smsu.edu

JEFFERS, Brent #6076) PE 225
Associate Professor of Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: brent.jeffers@smsu.edu

JENNINGS, Jeff #7323) MT
Grounds & Roads Maintenance Supervisor
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: jeff.jennings@smsu.edu

JESSE, Denise ’98 #6009) BA 177
Information Tech Specialist 2
(SHOT)
E-mail: denise.jesse@smsu.edu

JOHANSEN, Laurie #7590) ST 105
Associate Professor of Nursing/Dept Chair
(Nursing)
E-mail: laurie.johansen@smsu.edu

JOHNSON, Becky #532-5731) Religious Center
Catholic Campus Minister
(Campus Religious Center)
E-mail: becky.johnson@smsu.edu

JOHNSON, Darcy #7202) BA 158
Customer Service Specialist
(Health Services)
E-mail: darcy.johnson@smsu.edu

JOHNSON, Faye ’76 #6290) IL 151
Field Experience Coordinator/ Student Teacher Supe
(Education)
E-mail: faye.johnson@smsu.edu

JOHNSON, Susan #6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: susan.johnson1@smsu.edu

JONES, Kathryn #6461) SM 270
Faculty Adv for College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: kathryn.jones@smsu.edu

JONES, Mary Dr. #6306) BA 267
Director of Extended Learning&Academic Outreach
(Extended Learning and Academic Outreach)
E-mail: mary.jones@smsu.edu
JONES, Susan Dr. '82 #(6254) CH 127D
Professor of Finance/Department Chair
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: susan.jones@smsu.edu

JUNG, Sang Dr. #(6030) SM 159
Assoc Prof of Ag Mgmt
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: sang.jung@smsu.edu

KAAS, Karen '94 #(6265) FH 221
Accounting Officer Sr.
(Foundation)
E-mail: karen.kaas@smsu.edu

KABES, Sharon Dr. #(7362) FH 318
Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: sharon.kabes@smsu.edu

KAISER, Dan Dr. #(6163) SM 263
Professor of Computer Science/Department Chair
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: dan.kaiser@smsu.edu

KAISER-WOODWARD, Margaret #(6708) OFF
Faculty Adv for College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: margaret.kaiserwoodward@smsu.edu

KASMARIK-MALLETT, Erin #(7256) FH 318
Head Women's Soccer Coach/Assistant Professor
(Athletics)
E-mail: erin.kasmarkin-mallett@smsu.edu

KAZMERZAK, Elise '13 #(6286) FH 108
Admission Counselor
(Admission)
E-mail: elise.kazmerzak@smsu.edu

KELLY, Kathryn Dr. #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: kathryn.kelly@smsu.edu

KERKAERT, Deb '88 &'04 #(6093) FH 215
VP for Finance & Administration
(Office of the President)
E-mail: deb.kerkaert@smsu.edu

KINGSBURY, Maria #(6165) BA 304
Associate Professor of Library
(McFarland Library Services)
E-mail: maria.kingsbury@smsu.edu

KINGSBURY, Stephen Dr #(7247) FA 123
Associate Professor of Music
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: stephen.kingsbury@smsu.edu

KLINE, Erin '02 #(6574) SS 211
Adjunct Faculty
(Social Science)
E-mail: erin.kline@smsu.edu

KLINNER, Derek '12 &'14 #(7508) BA122/ #(6286) FH 108
Wheelchair Basketball Coach
Admission Counselor
(Athletics and Admission)
E-mail: derek.klinner@smsu.edu

KLOSTERBUER, Mary #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: mary.klosterbuer@smsu.edu

KNIGHT, Kevin #(7170) PE 217
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: kevin.knight@smsu.edu

KNUTSON, Julie #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: julie.knutson2@smsu.edu

KOLA-LAWAL, Shakirat #/(507-534-6223) CH 129
Adjunct Faculty
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: shakirat.kolalawal@smsu.edu

KOLNICK, Jeff Dr. #(6084) SS 103 B
Professor of History/Department Chair
(Social Science)
E-mail: jeff.kolnick@smsu.edu

KOR, Jim #(7215) FH B-21
Asst to the Dir of Facilities
(Facilities & Physical Plant)
E-mail: jim.kor@smsu.edu

KOVAR, Kristin Dr. #/(6441) ST 159
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: kristin.kovar@smsu.edu

KRUGER, Allison #/(7133) FH 327
Assoc Dir of Athletics/Comp Ofir/Dir of Stud Ath
(Athletics)
E-mail: allison.kruger@smsu.edu

KRULL, Brittany '04 &'09 #/(7290) SC 231
Assistant Director of Student Success
(OFFICE OF STUDENT SUCCESS)
E-mail: brittany.krull@smsu.edu

KUROWSKI, Michael #/(6018) SC 234
Coordinator of International Student Services
(International Student Services)
E-mail: michael.kurowski@smsu.edu

LABAT, Deb #/(6282) IL 145
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Finance)
E-mail: deb.labat@smsu.edu

LAMB, Dennis Dr. #/(7115) IL 158
Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: dennis.lamb@smsu.edu

LANDBY, Janet #/(6152) IL 150
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: janet.landby@smsu.edu

LANNERS, Ann '08 #/(6479) BA 139
Information Technology Specialist 3
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: ann.lanners@smsu.edu
LARSEN, Jane #(6281) IL 145
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Financial Aid)
E-mail: jane.larsen@smsu.edu

LARSON, Nan #(537-6020) ST 114
Director of Innovative Networks
(AURI)
E-mail: nlarson@AURI.org

LEE, Jay '96 &'11 #(7285) CE
Director of Diversity and Inclusion
(DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION)
E-mail: jay.lee@smsu.edu

LEIBOLD, Nancy Ruth Dr. #(6429) ST 103
Assistant Professor of Nursing
(Nursing)
E-mail: nancyruth.leibold@smsu.edu

LENSING, Brian #(7803) BA 104 AC
Plant Maintenance Engineer
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: brian.lensing@smsu.edu

LENZ, Mike '93 #(6434) FA 219
Assistant Professor of Theatre
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: mike.lenz@smsu.edu

LILLEGEB, Jim #(6269) BA 176
Information Technology Specialist 2
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: jim.lilleberg@smsu.edu

LIM, Yumi Dr. #(6442) IL 114
Assistant Professor of Hospitality Management
(Agriculture, Culinary and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: yumi.lim@smsu.edu

LINEHAN, Patricia Dr. #(507-420-0620) OFF
Assistant Professor, Adult Education
(Education)
E-mail: patricia.linehan@smsu.edu

LINNISTROM, Steve #(6021) BA 107
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: steve.linstrom@smsu.edu

LIU, Te-Chiang #(7103) FA 121
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: te-chiang.liu@smsu.edu

LIVINGSTON, Kerry Dr. #(7214) SS 217
Associate Professor of Sociology
(Social Science)
E-mail: kerry.livington@smsu.edu

LOFT, Jan Dr. #(6251) BA 262
Dean of College of Arts, Letters and Sciences
(Dean of Arts, Letters & Sciences)
E-mail: jan.loft@smsu.edu

LOFT, Kelly '97 & '11 #(7177) FH 321
Athletic Communications Director
(Athletics)
E-mail: kelly.loft@smsu.edu

LOSADA-MONTERO, Jose Dr. #(6474) BA 116
Assistant Professor of Spanish
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: jose.losadamontero@smsu.edu

LOTHRINGER, Peter Dr. #(6968) FA 120
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: peter.lothringer@smsu.edu

LOUWAGIE, Jan '79 #(7373) SS 141
Coord of SW MN History Ctr
(History Center)
E-mail: jan.louwagie@smsu.edu

LOUWAGIE, Lee #(7803) BA 104AC
Plant Maintenance Engineer
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: lee.louwagie@smsu.edu

LOUWAGIE, Spencer '16 #(6424) BA 176
Information Technology Specialist 1
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: spencer.louwagie@smsu.edu

LUCAS-HURST, Lisa #(6172) BA 115
Assistant Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: lisa.lucas@smsu.edu

LUNDQUIST, Timothy #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: timothy.lundquist@smsu.edu

MAJUSIAK, Brittany #(6422) IL 162
Assistant to the Director of Upward Bound
(Upward Bound)
E-mail: brittany.majusiak.2@smsu.edu

MALMBERG, Karen #(7160) SC 227
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Mustang Card Center)
E-mail: karen.malmberg@smsu.edu

MAN, Shushuang Dr. #(6168) SM 268
Professor of Computer Science
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: shushuang.man@smsu.edu

MARCATTUO MCCRACKEN, Ry Dr. #(6473) SS 213
Adjunct Faculty
(Social Science)
E-mail: ry.marcattilio@smsu.edu

MARQUARDT, Karin '88 #(507-828-6496) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: karin.marquardt@smsu.edu

MATZNER, Alan #(6010) BA 243
Dir of Inst Research & Reporting
(Data Management/Institutional Research)
E-mail: alan.matzner@smsu.edu
MCQUAN, Cheryl Dr. #6431 OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Social Science)
E-mail: cheryl.mcconnaughey@smsu.edu

MCLOSS-YERIGAN, Tanya Dr. ’92 #6115 IL 156 &’98 Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail: tanya.mccoss-eryigan@smsu.edu

MCKINNEY, Jimmy #7103 FA 135
Visiting Music Instructor
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: jimmy.mckinney@smsu.edu

MCLEAN, Susan Dr. #7231 BA 216
Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: susan.mclean@smsu.edu

MEADEN, Mary #6268 BA 245
Information Tech Specialist 3
(Data Mgmt and Inst Research)
E-mail: mary.meaden@smsu.edu

MEADER-GRABER, Gail #6152 OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: gail.meadergraber@smsu.edu

MENSINK, Jessica ’04 &’11 #6390 BA 264
College Now Coordinator
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: jessica.mensink@smsu.edu

MERCER, Garry ’82 #7107 CSC
Building Services Supervisor
(Residence Life)
E-mail: gary.mercer@smsu.edu

MILLER, Gene ’72 #7115 OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: gene.miller2@smsu.edu

MILLER, Monica #6178 SM 178
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Sciences)
E-mail: monica.miller@smsu.edu

MITTELSTADT, Sarah #6212 IL 152
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: sarah.mittelstadt@smsu.edu

MITZNER, Wayne #7106 MT
Groundskeeper Intermediate
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: wayne.mitzner@smsu.edu

MORELAND, Heather Dr. #6102 SM 217
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: heather.moreland@smsu.edu

MORK, Tracey ’06 #7115 OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: tracey.mork@smsu.edu

MORTEZAPOUR, Kourosh #6101 SM 264
Professor of Computer Science
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: k.mortezapour@smsu.edu

MORTLAND, Jim #6190 IL 139
Account Clerk Senior
(Business Services)
E-mail: jim.mortland@smsu.edu

MORTLAND, Mary #6193 IL 139
Accounting Officer, Int
(Business Services)
E-mail: mary.mortland@smsu.edu

MULLER, Rolly ’85 #6242 BA 259
Assistant to the Deans
(Academic Deans' Office)
E-mail: rolf.muller@smsu.edu

MULSO, Bill ’93 #6267 FH 218
VP for Advancement & Foundation Exec Dir
(Foundation)
E-mail: bill.mulso@smsu.edu

MULSO, Stacie ’94 &’12 #7093 FH 122
Information Officer 3
(Admission)
E-mail: stacie.mulso@smsu.edu

MUNFORD, Mike ’05 #7858 FH B-18
Dir of Public Safety
(University Public Safety)
E-mail: mike.munford@smsu.edu

MUNSTERMAN, Debra ’93 &’02 #320-226-1638 OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: deb.munsterman@smsu.edu

MURPHY, Ken Dr. ’88 #6173 SM 273
Professor of Physics/Planetarium
(Sciences)
E-mail: ken.murphy@smsu.edu

MUZINGA, Lawrence Dr. #6223 OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: lawrence.muzinga@smsu.edu

MYERS, Robert Wes #651-238-6101 FA 135/207
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: robert.myers@smsu.edu

MYRKVIK, Patricia ’00 &’04 #7397 BA 127
Assistant Athletic Trainer/Aquatics Director
(Athletics)
E-mail: patricia.myrvik@smsu.edu

NATH, Carissa #537-7060 ST 113
Meats Scientist
(AURI)
E-mail: cnath@auri.org

NELSON, Alice #6212 OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: alice.nelson@smsu.edu
RADEL, Ellen Dr.  #(7987) BA 264
Adult Ed Prog Coordinator-Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: ellen.radel@smsu.edu

REAVES, Donna  '94  #(6183) BA 247
Asst Dir of Disability Services
(DISABILITY SERVICES)
E-mail: donna.reaves@smsu.edu

REDMAN, Jody  #(7115) IL 229
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail:  jody.redman@smsu.edu

REUVEKAMP, Olga  #(6430) ST 157
Executive Director of MARL
(Customized Training MARL)
E-mail:  olga.reuvekamp@smsu.edu

REYNOLDS, Rebekah  #(7115) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail:  rebekah.reynolds@smsu.edu

RICH, Michael Dr.  #(7241) ST 203A
Professor of Marketing
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: michael.rich@smsu.edu

RICHARDSON, Lon Dr.  #(7115) IL 154
Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail:  lon.richardson@smsu.edu

RICKGARN, Heather  '07 &'10  #(507-401-3056) CH 216
Adjunct Faculty
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail:  heather.rickgarn@smsu.edu

RIEPPLE, Daniel Dr.  #(7139) FA 119
Professor of Music
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail:  daniel.rieppel@smsu.edu

RISACHER, Mary Dr.  '08  #(6274) IL 231
Assistant Professor of Education
(Education)
E-mail:  mary.risacher@smsu.edu

ROBASSE, Joann  #(6231) BA 302
Adjunct Faculty Librarian
(McFarland Library Services)
E-mail:  joann.robasse@smsu.edu

ROBERTSON, Don Dr.  '84 &'85  #(6699) SC 238
Dir of International Student Services
(International Student Services)
E-mail:  don.robertson@smsu.edu

ROBINSON, Rick Dr.  #(6391) SS 111
Professor of Social Work
(Social Science)
E-mail:  rick.robinson@smsu.edu

ROMERO, Justin  #(6179) ST 255
Assistant Track & Field Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail:  justin.romero@smsu.edu

ROUHOFF, Larry  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail:  larry.rouhoff@smsu.edu

ROUHOFF, Linda  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail:  linda.rouhoff@smsu.edu

ROY, Liz  '83  #(7117) IL 139
Cashier
(Business Services)
E-mail:  liz.roy@smsu.edu

ROY, Robert  #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail:  robert.roy@smsu.edu

SANDER-STAUDT, Maureen Dr.  #(6810) BA 106
Associate Professor of Philosophy
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: maureen.sander-staudt@smsu.edu

SANDERS, Pamela Dr.  #(6080) SM 164
Associate Professor of Biology
(Sciences)
E-mail:  pam.sanders@smsu.edu

SAUTER, Cory  #(6324) FH 317
Head Football Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail:  cory.sauter@smsu.edu

SCHAEFER, Kathy  '84 &'10  #(6116) CH 212
Assistant Professor of Management
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail:  kathy.schaefer@smsu.edu

SCHINDLER, Frank Dr.  #(6981) SM 234
Associate Professor of Chemistry
(Sciences)
E-mail:  frank.schindler@smsu.edu

SCHLEMMER, Jill  '91  #(6206) IL 148
Director of the Advising Center
(Registration & Advising)
E-mail:  jill.schlemmer@smsu.edu

SCHLEMMER, Lindsay  #(6349) FA 130
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail:  lindsay.schlemmer@smsu.edu

SCHMIDT, Leia  '06  #(6386) IL 138
Account Clerk Sr
(Business Services)
E-mail: leia.schmidt@smsu.edu

SCHMIDT, Nadine  #(7011) FA 218
Professor of Theatre
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: nadine.schmidt@smsu.edu

SCHMUHL, Sarah  '10 &'12  #(7381) IL 147
Credential Evaluator
(Registration & Records)
E-mail:  sarah.schmuhl@smsu.edu
STERNER, Michele #(7382) CE
Assoc Dir/Acad Spec: Acad Counselor
ACCESS, OPPORTUNITY & SUCCESS
E-mail: michele.sterner@smsu.edu

STEUCK, Beth '00 #(6968) FA 120
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: beth.steuck@smsu.edu

STIEPER, Diane #(6566) BA 150B
Psychologist 2
(Counseling and Testing Services)
E-mail: diane.stieper@smsu.edu

STILLWELL, Lindsay #(7212/7103) FA 121
Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: lindsay.stillwell@smsu.edu

STRATE, Marilyn #(7176) PE 228
Associate Professor of Physical Education
(Education)
E-mail: marilyn.strate@smsu.edu

STRUVE, Liz #(7386) ST 201A
Director of SBDC
(Small Business Development Center)
E-mail: liz.struve@smsu.edu

STURROCK, David Dr. #(6078) CH 105B
Professor of Political Science
(Social Science)
E-mail: david.sturrock@smsu.edu

SUBY, Matthew '13 #(6286) FH 108
Director of Admission
(Admission)
E-mail: matthew.suby@smsu.edu

SUSTACEK, Myron #(6178) OFF
Faculty Adv for College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: myron.sustacek@smsu.edu

SWANSON, Ben #(537-6048) ST 109
Associate Scientist of Food & Nutrition
(AURI)
E-mail: bswanson@auri.org

SWANSON, Jennifer #(6565) IL 229
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Education)
E-mail: jennifer.swanson@smsu.edu

SYRING, LeAnne '03 &'07 #(6449) IL 240
Assistant Professor of Special Education
(Education)
E-mail: leanne syring1@smsu.edu

TABAKA, Jim #(6469) FA 122
Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: jim.tabaka@smsu.edu

TABAKA, Sheila #(6273) FA 216
Professor of Theatre
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: sheila.tabaka@smsu.edu

TAMM, Katelyn '13 #(6286) FH 108
Admission Counselor
(Admission)
E-mail: kate.tamm@smsu.edu

TATE, Jim #(6256) FH 121
Director of Communications & Mktg
(COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING)
E-mail: jim.tate@smsu.edu

TAUER, Jackie '00 #(7157) IL 139
State University Mgmt Officer
(Business Services)
E-mail: jackie.tauer@smsu.edu

TAVEIRNE, Laurie #(7252) FH B-16
Office Specialist
(University Public Safety)
E-mail: laurie.taveiume@smsu.edu

TAYLOR, Diane #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: diane.taylor@smsu.edu

TEIG, LeeAnn #(7155) BA 221
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: leeann.teig@smsu.edu

THOMAS, Will Dr. #(7392) CH 101B
Professor of Accounting
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: will.thomas@smsu.edu

THOMPSON, Gloria #(6286) FH 108
Office & Admin Specialist Sr
(Admission)
E-mail: gloria.thompson@smsu.edu

THOMPSON, Ruthe Dr. #(7174) BA 105
Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: ruthe.thompson@smsu.edu

THORESON, Joshua '02 &'07 #(6143) BA 283
Library Technician
(McFarland Library)
E-mail: joshua.thoreson@smsu.edu

THROND, Mary #(6708) OFF
Assistant Professor of Spanish
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: mary.thrond@smsu.edu

TIMS, Corrine #(6565) IL 229
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: corrine.tims@smsu.edu

TOLAND, Gerald Dr. #(7317) IL 220A
Professor of Economics/Department Chair
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: gerald.toland@smsu.edu

TRUMAN, Richard #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: richard.truman@smsu.edu
TUNGSETH, Sharon  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: sharon.tungseth@smsu.edu

TURNER, Layne  #(7106) MT
Painter
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: layne.turner@smsu.edu

TUTT, Joan  #(6209) BA 256
Human Resources Specialist 2/DDIR
(Human Resources)
E-mail: joan.tutt@smsu.edu

TUTT, Samuel  #(6361) CH 129
Adjunct Faculty
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: samuel.tutt@smsu.edu

ULLIAN, Joseph Dr.  #(6438) BA 173
Assistant Professor of Speech Communication
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: joseph.ullian@smsu.edu

ULRICH, Harlen  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: harlen.ulrich@smsu.edu

VAN DREHLE, Michael  '08 & '10  #(6257) FH 220
Director of Alumni
(Alumni)
E-mail: michael.vandrehle@smsu.edu

VAN HEUKELOM, Ruth Dr.  #(319-541-0652) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(NURSING)
E-mail: ruth.vanheukelom@smsu.edu

VAN KEULEN, Daren  #(7107) CSC
General Maintenance Worker
(Residence Life)
E-mail: daren.vankeulen@smsu.edu

VAN OVERBEKE, Jackie  #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: jackie.vanoverbeke@smsu.edu

VAN WIE, Joseph Dr.  #(6178) OFF
Fac Adv of HS College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: joe.vanwie@smsu.edu

VANDEVERE, Cory  #(7106) MT
Groundskeeper
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: cory.vandevere@smsu.edu

VANOVERBEKE, Debbie Dr.  '89 & '01  #(7120) IL 237
Professor of Education/Department Chair
(Education)
E-mail: debbie.vanoverbeke@smsu.edu

VEMURI, Goutham  #(537-7195) ST 148
Biomass & Renewable Products Technologies
(AURI)
E-mail: g vemuri@auri.org

VIERSTRAETE, Sonya Dr.  '01  #(7254) IL 234
Associate Professor of Education/Department Chair
(Education)
E-mail: sonya.vierstraete@smsu.edu

VIKANDER, David  #(6281) IL 145
Director of Financial Aid
(University Public Safety)
E-mail: david.vikander@smsu.edu

VOGEL, Erik  #(6147) FH 223
Director of Annual Giving
(Foundation)
E-mail: erik.vogel@smsu.edu

VOLDEN, David  #(6197) SH 138
Campus Security Officer
(University Public Safety)
E-mail: david.volden@smsu.edu

VONDRACEK, Thomas  #(7103) FA 135
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: thomas.vondracek@smsu.edu

VOSS, Scott  '08  #(6136) HC4 105
Residential Life Coordinator
(Residence Life)
E-mail: scott.voss@smsu.edu

WAGNER, Marly  '15  #(6169) CE
Program Specialist/Community Liaison
(Diversity and Inclusion)
E-mail: marly.wagner@smsu.edu

WAHL, Daniel  '02  #(7288) BA 138
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: daniel.wahl@smsu.edu

WALKER, Benjamin  #(6126) CH 116
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: benjamin.walker@smsu.edu

WALKER, Julie  #(6393) CH 119
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: julie.walker@smsu.edu

WALKER, Matthew Dr.  #(7094) CH 127A
Associate Professor of Finance
(Accounting, Finance and Legal Studies)
E-mail: matthew.walker@smsu.edu

WALKER, Shanda  #(6178) SM 178
Adjunct Faculty – Exercise Science
(Sciences)
E-mail: shanda.walker@smsu.edu

WATSON, Dwight Dr.  #(6246) FH 214
Provost
(Education)
E-mail: dwight.watson@smsu.edu

WEBB, Tommie  '98  #(6035) FH 327
Head Women's Basketball Coach/Assistant Professor
(Athletics)
E-mail: tom.webb@smsu.edu
WEBSKOWSKI, Dana  #(532-5731) Religious Center
Catholic Campus Minister
(Campus Religious Center)
E-mail: Dana.Webskowski@smsu.edu

WEBSKOWSKI, Heather '98 &'07  #(7115) IL 229
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: heather.webskowski@smsu.edu

WEBSKOWSKI, Ross '02 &'06  #(7220) FH 311
Compliance/S-A Acad Aff/Golf Coach
(Athletics)
E-mail: ross.webskowski@smsu.edu

WENDT, Ryan  #(6371) SM 205
Research Analysis Specialist
(Sciences)
E-mail: ryan.wendt@smsu.edu

WESTFIELD, Chris '02 &'06  #(7178) BA 244
Database/Programmer Analyst
(Information Technology Services)
E-mail: christy.westfield@smsu.edu

WIESE, Brittanii  #(6186) RA 118
Asst Wm's Basketball Coach/Instr/Fitness Ctr Dir
(SMSU Athletics)
E-mail: brittanii.wiese@smsu.edu

WIESE, Kristi '00 &'11  #(7115) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Education)
E-mail: kristi.wiese@smsu.edu

WIGGINS, Mara  #(6134) BA 537
Collection Mgmt-E-Resources Librarian/Asst Prof
(McFarland Library Services)
E-mail: mara.wiggins@smsu.edu

WIJESIRI, Wije Dr.  #(6456) SM 218
Professor of Mathematics
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: wije.wijesiri@smsu.edu

WILKING, Kathy  #(6206) IL 148
Customer Service Specialist Sr
(Registration & Advising)
E-mail: kathleen.wilking@smsu.edu

WILL, Grant '06  #(6428) ST 153
Director of Marketing, Recruitment and Outreach for Agricultural Programs
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: grant.will@smsu.edu

WILLIAMS, Cassie '07 &'16  #(7304) CE B
Academic Specialist: Academic Counselor
(ACCESS, OPPORTUNITY & SUCCESS)
E-mail: cassie.williams@smsu.edu

WILLIFORD, Tom Dr.  #(7108) SS 223
Professor of History
(Social Science)
E-mail: tom.williford@smsu.edu

WILSON, Judy Dr.  #(7692) BA 207
Professor of English
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: judy.wilson@smsu.edu

WILSON, Lisa  '03  #(6251) BA 268
Faculty Advisor for College Now Program
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: lisa.wilson@smsu.edu

WINDEY, Merv  #(7205) BA 209
General Maintenance Worker
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: merv.windey@smsu.edu

WISE, Mary  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: mary.wise@smsu.edu

WITTHAUS, Lori  #(7155) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: lori.witthaus@smsu.edu

WOLF, Paul Fr.  #(532-5731) Religious Center
Campus Minister Coordinator
(Campus Religious Center)
E-mail: pwolf@holy-redeemer.com

WOODWARD, Gordon Dr.  #(6708) OFF
Faculty Adv for College Now Prog
(COLLEGE NOW)
E-mail: gordon.woodward@smsu.edu

WRIGHT, Lon  #(7103) FA 135/207
Visiting Music Adjunct Faculty
(Fine Arts and Communication)
E-mail: lon.wright@smsu.edu

WYMAN, Chelsea  #(6453) BA 539
Assistant Professor/Reference Librarian
(McFarland Library Services)
E-mail: chelsea.wyman@smsu.edu

WYNIA, Lori Dr.  #(7424) BA 266
Asst Director of Extended Learning & Acad Outreach
(Extended Learning and Academic Outreach)
E-mail: lori.wynia@smsu.edu

XIAO, Zhenlei Dr.  #(6225) IL 111
Assistant Professor of Culinology
(Agriculture, Culinology and Hospitality Management)
E-mail: zhenlei.xiao@smsu.edu

YACKLEY, LuJane  #(7106) MT 101
Office & Admin Specialist
(Physical Plant & Auxiliary Services)
E-mail: ljane.yackley@smsu.edu

YORK, Joan  '01  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: joan.york@smsu.edu

YRJO, Donald  #(6152) OFF
University Supervisor
(Education)
E-mail: donald.yrjo@smsu.edu

YULE, Tyler  '13 &'14  #(6223) OFF
Adjunct Faculty
(Management and Marketing)
E-mail: tyler.yule.2@smsu.edu
ZABKA, Matthew Dr. #(6056) SM 227
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
(Mathematics and Computer Science)
E-mail: matthew.zabka@smsu.edu

ZARZANA, Marianne #(7251) BA 219
Associate Professor of English
Creative Writing Director
(English, Philosophy, Spanish and Humanities)
E-mail: marianne.zarzana@smsu.edu

ZIMMERMAN, Joseph #(6123) FH B14
Information Officer 3
(Web Services)
E-mail: joseph.zimmerman@smsu.edu